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Acting as FMA's Executive Team, Cityzen provided
technical design services (both architecture and
building services engineering):

CASE STUDY - EXECUTIVE ARCHITECTURE

CLIENT:
Farshid Moussavi Architecture (FMA)

CITYZEN'S ROLE:
To undertake detailed and coordinated design work.

BACKGROUND

RLF received comprehensive and firm tender
returns, with provisional sums limited only to final
finishes not yet decided by the client.

WORK COMPLETED:

OUTCOMES

1)

Producing the design package for submission to
Building Control;

FMA have a comprehensive construction package
to move forward with.

2)

3)

This collaboration enabled the client to fully consider
project-specific issues during the design phase, and
benefit from our technical expertise to find solutions.

“We’ve worked with Cityzen on several projects 
and have always found them to be proactive,
efficient and effective in their service delivery.

Their inputs provided the client with confidence
about project costs and quality. Communication

is always positive and solution oriented. We
would have no hesitation in recommending the

Cityzen team for similar projects.”

LISA REYNOLDS, RLF

Robinson Low Francis (RLF)
QUANTITY SURVEYOR:

PROJECT:
Luxury residential new build project

FMA appointed a contractor with cost confidence.

Designing the M&E;

To enable a competitive tender to be run, and
construction to begin.

To realise the architect's vision by designing for
delivery; working together to develop the overarching
concept into a robust set of compliant construction
drawings.

Preparing all tender documentation including
specifications, drawings, schedules and reports;

Construction detailing for the tender stage;

Developing the architectural design scheme;

Cityzen secured building regulations approval for
FMA's first UK domestic scale project.

We moved this project from RIBA 3 stage to the end
of RIBA 4, concluding the pre-construction stages.

4)

Addressing the utilities infrastructure;

"It was our responsibility to understand which
elements of the design were sacrosanct. We
worked with FMA to protect the concept and

find ways to meet the aesthetic requirements."
JOHN SMITH, CITYZEN

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnsmithcityzen/
https://cityzendesign.co.uk/

